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It has been a busy few months 
in the  U21 Secretariat since the 
last publication of U21:Discover 
went to press.

We’ve seen months of planning 
come to life at the annual 
Managers’ Meeting hosted from 
a beautifully sunny UJ campus at 
the height of ‘rainy season’.

Also, a new face is set to join 
the team in Birmingham after 

the appointment of a new 
Researcher Engagement Cluster 
Manager (...More on that later).

We have also seen the creation 
and  development of a new 
communications platform for 
U21 in the form of the first 
network blog.

Thinking.International has 
officially gone live! And with 
that, opens a new channel for 

the network to engage the 
higher education community 
and to truly be a voice on issues 
affecting tertiary education and 
society in general.

As winter begins its turn in 
Birmingham and the British 
evenings get darker by the day, 
we hope the blog can serve as a 
guiding light over the next few 
months!
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Universitas 21 are pleased to officially 
announce the creation of a network blog!

As part of plans to continue to expand the 
reach of the network outwards, Universitas 
21 have launched this latest communication 
platform. Whilst still producing the monthly 
eBulletin U21:Connect, as well as the 
quarterly newsletter U21:Discover, the blog 
has been designed with a view to providing 
engaging, informative comment and 
influence on matters of higher education 
and social issues which have resonance 
beyond the network.

The new blog, Thinking International, is 
available to view at thinking.international  - 
here you can share, comment and subscribe 
to receive updates from the network 
whenever a new blog is posted. The aim of 
the blog is to be a separate platform from 
internal U21 publications – ultimately, the 
blog will be a voice from the network to the 
wider world. For this reason we are looking 
for contributions from around the network; 
from Presidents to students on important 
matters in higher education as well as 
society.

To get involved or to find out more, contact 
Ben Griffiths in the U21 Secretariat via 

ben.griffiths@universitas21.com

U21: Discover
Issue 34, November 2015                                          www.universitas21.com

From the Secretariat

U21 Thinking International 
as Network Blog Goes Live!



The Health Sciences Group have announced the recipients of their inagural U21 HSG Teaching Excellence Awards as Allison 
Mandrusiak from the University of Queensland and Hong Gao from Fudan University.

Dr. Mandrusiak, representing the School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences and Dr. Gao, the Faculty of Medicine, were nominated 
by their institutions as leaders in health education and selected amongst nine talented candidates for this award. Drs. Mandrusiak 
and Gao will be delivering an interprofessional workshop at the 2016 U21 HSG meeting in Birmingham.  Congratulations Allison and 
Hong!

The Winners of the 2016 Teaching Excellence Award will also have their travel sponsored to deliver a workshop and attend the 2017 
HSG annual meeting in Johannesburg.

University of Queensland physiotherapy lecturer Dr Allison 
Mandrusiak was awarded the Universitas 21 Teaching 
Excellence Award in recognition of her outstanding work 
advancing inter-professional and international teaching and 
learning. 

Dr Mandrusiak, who along with Dr Gao, was announced as 
one of the recipients of the award in Santiago, Chile, was 
thrilled with the news of her prize.

“It’s a wonderful accolade to be recognised at this international 
level. The Teaching and Excellence award allows me to travel 
to the UK for the Universitas 21 Health Sciences Group annual 
meeting in September 2016. There I will present a workshop 
in collaboration with the other award recipient, Dr Hong Gao 
of China.”

Allison explained how her time spent in Vietnam supervising 
students led to her epiphany about the value of cross-

cultural learning and inter-professional learning 
experiences.

Her impact ranges from paving 
inroads for simulated learning in 

China, to teaching cardiorespiratory 
physiotherapist in Kuwait, and fostering clinical placements in Vietnam.
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NETWORK NEWS

Universitas 21 are pleased to announce the 2015 winner of 
the annual U21 3MT® (Three Minute Thesis) competition as 
Eamonn Fahy from the University of Melbourne for his thesis 
‘Catching the Silent Thief of Sight’ – a presentation on his 
PhD research into glaucoma and methods of early detection.

In his winning presentation, Eamonn described how more 
than 300,000 Australians alone have glaucoma, but only half 
of those had been officially diagnosed, highlighting a major 
issue of our ability to detect the disease before it is too late.

“What a challenge to condense a PhD down to three 
minutes! This is an incredible honour to receive first place, 
among a group of fantastic competitors,” Eamonn said.

“I’d like to say a big thank you to my supervisors at the Centre for Eye 
Research Australia, the University of Melbourne and the Melbourne 
Centre for the Study of Higher Education for all of their support.”

University of Melbourne’s Eamonn Fahy Wins U21 3MT

HSG Announce Inaugural Teaching Excellence Award Winners
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UJ Hosts U21 Managers for Annual Meeting and African HE Workshop
The U21 Managers met in October at the University of 
Johannesburg. The event, which took place between 14 and 16 
October, saw delegates from around the Universitas 21 network 
head to South Africa to discuss plans for the year ahead.During 
the meeting we had the privilege to participate in a workshop 
at the University of Johannesburg. The seminar focused on how 
higher education in Southern Africa needs to evolve to meet the 
needs and challenges the continent is facing.

The seminar gave us insight into how African universities have 
shaped society, but also reversely, how society has influenced 
and still influences the universities. The African continent is 
facing major challenges with a population that is expected 
to grow from today’s 1.2 to 4.8 billion in two generations. 
Universities therefore have a crucial role, both in the training 
of future leaders and in contributing to the effort to solve 
the challenges that societies are facing with such a sharp 
increase in population. The South African school system 
was mentioned, where there are large gaps in quality, 
with many students failing to finish their secondary 
education. The seminar concluded by addressing the 
important changes that the educational systems 
have to go through in order to bring new groups 
into higher studies.

The University of Johannesburg (UJ) is an 
interesting and instructive example of 
how the new and modern education 
system in South Africa is emerging, 
and how to work consciously 
towards a positive 
development.

Meanwhile, discussions on tuition fees have resulted in student 
uprisings. Many may have followed the news with the hashtags 
#RhodesMustFall or #FeesMustFall. And now President Jacob 
Zuma has announced that tuition fees will not be increased for 
2016.

South Africa is a fascinating country. At our visit it was, at least 
partially, draped in orange and purple. Orange since we were 
invited to visit UJ’s prestigious “Orange Carpet Reception” 
where top students and their families were greeted by the Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Ihron Rhensburg, at a reception where they 
were given information about the opportunities to study at UJ. 
All Faculties with their Deans and Senior Managers were present 

and mingled with the students. Purple since the whole town 
was full of purple jacarandas in full bloom.

Thank you so much, University of Johannesburg, 
for your kind hospitality!

Eva Wiberg

NETWORK NEWS



The U21 Education Innovation (EI) Cluster 
plays an important role in working with 
network members to explore other 
complex, interconnected factors which 
dictate the parameters within which 
universities design and deliver their 
teaching.  These include pressures from 
national higher education performance 
and quality assurance metrics, the 
considerable influence of global university 
rankings, the value placed on pedagogic 
scholarship and the ever-present debate 
around the most effective balance to 
be achieved between teaching and 
research. In recent years, the EI Cluster 
has also recognised the need to develop 
effective and sustainable approaches to 
learning and teaching in a time of fast-
paced digital change. 2015 has offered 
some exciting opportunities to further 
explore these challenges and reports on 
that activity is shared elsewhere in this 
document.

This year’s annual EI Conference was 
hosted by the University of Edinburgh 
from 28-30 October, on the theme 
of “Using the Digital to Capture the 
International in Learning and Teaching.”  
In very interactive sessions, we explored 
how we can capitalise on the universality 
of the internet to internationalize our 
teaching and learning. Through sharing 
content, sharing the created material of 
our students, sharing new pedagogies 

and the opportunities of big data and 
crowd sourcing, through the development 
of shared programmes, we asked 
whether we can develop teaching and 
learning across traditional geographical 
boundaries?  The 2016 conference 
will be hosted by the University of 
Birmingham around the broad theme 
of what “teaching excellence” means 
in research-intensive institutions.  The 
conference will be held 26-28 October 
2016 and further details will be available 
on the U21 website in the coming weeks.  
Save that date now in your diaries!

The pilot U21 Shared Online Course 
(U21 SOC), “Critical Thinking in Global 
Challenges”, offered by the University 
of Edinburgh was run twice in 2014/15.  
We are delighted to report that more 
than more than 1,050 students from 17 
member institutions registered for the 
SOC.  Additional details about future 
direction of a new U21 SOC can be found 
in this newsletter.

In 2016, we look forward to advancing 
the network’s EI agenda by further 
developing initiatives that harness 
the possibilities of online and blended 
learning and the research-intensive 
character of our member universities and 
by providing opportunities to reflect on 
and advance our shared strategic goals 
in the area of educational innovation and 

teaching excellence.

Recognising that educational innovation 
is a significant focus of many of our 
member institutions, the U21 Educational 
Innovation cluster strives to identify best 
practice and to share learning with the 
broader U21 network.  We look forward 
to working with all U21 members in 
2016 to ensure that the development of 
contemporary and effective approaches 
to world-class student learning remains 
one of hallmarks of Universitas 21.

For additional information about the 
work of the cluster, please contact me at 
lavinia.winegar-gott@universitas21.com.

Lavinia Winegar-Gott

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

As was determined from a recent survey of participants attending the U21 Educational Innovation Conference, proper recognition and 
reward of teaching excellence in research-intensive universities is a top priority for many U21 partners. In fact, 55% of respondents 
said “Encouraging effective, evidence-based student learning and developing and rewarding effective teaching excellence in research-
intensive universities” was a top priority at their institution and should be a top priority for the U21 Educational Innovation Cluster 
in the coming few years.

Professor Graeme Aitken of the University of Auckland has been working over the last year to collate teaching excellence award and 
promotional criteria, collected from partner universities across the U21 network.  He has now been joined in the project by Professor 
Stephen Marshall, of UNSW Australia, and together they will be working to design a U21 model of criteria that measure and define 
teaching excellence. Such a model, if endorsed by U21 Presidents, would provide an important and high-level network view of which 

benchmarks are considered key in recognising and rewarding teaching excellence and educational leadership, including peer 
review of teaching policies and standards and assessing U21 teaching awards.  

At an individual institution level, the project will provide a basis for discussing how to accord teaching the same 
esteem as accorded research and for new staff induction; it will inform professional development provisions, 

performance review processes, and teaching awards, as well as offering an opportunity to review promotion 
policies and practices.

Further information will be circulated on this important project as it progresses.
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EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

The 10th annual U21 Educational Innovation Conference was 
hosted this year by the University of Edinburgh, from 28-30 
October.  Focusing on a theme of “Using the Digital to Capture 
the International in Teaching & Learning”, 60 delegates from 18 
U21 institutions attended the three day event.

The first afternoon included detailed updates on the U21 SOC 
(Shared Online Course) and on the U21 Teaching Indicators 
Project.  Prior to the conference, all registered participants 
were polled in order to identify the most pressing teaching and 
learning issues in their institutions.  A summary of those findings 
was presented and a free-ranging discussion ensued, allowing 
delegates to suggest priorities for the EI Network over the next 
two years and providing an opportunity to share best practice in 

these identified areas by colleagues.

Highly engaging and provocative keynotes were 
given over the final two days of the conference.  

Professor David White (University of the 
Arts in London) raised the question 

“Open Season for Internationalisation?” 
followed by intriguing address by Professor 

Matt Ratto (University of Toronto) on 

“Technology, Education and Democracy.”  Delegates also heard 
from Professor Belinda Tynan (Open University) on “Platforms 
and possibilities: Opportunities and barriers for shared digital 
strategies across borders” and finally from Dr. Agneta Bladh on 
“Modernisation Challenges for Universities.”  Videos from these 
keynote addresses will be available on the U21 website in the 
next few weeks. Participants were treated to a hands-on, hugely 
interactive afternoon of demonstrations of Wikipedia editing, 
Google Glass, and Open Resource Development.  We also were 
given a tour of the Royal Dick Veterinary School for a peek at 
how the school incorporates technology into its instruction, as 
well as a tour of the supercomputing facilities at the Advanced 
Computing Facility.  An impressive presentation was given in 
the Centre for Research Collections - Engagement Hub - on 
Edinburgh’s approach to teaching, digitisation and innovation.

We are grateful to colleagues at the University of Edinburgh 
for the superb hosting of this “must attend” event and look 
forward to being at the University of Birmingham for next 
year’s conference (October 26-28, 2016) where participants will 
explore the broad topic of what teaching excellence in research-
intensive universities means.  Save that date!

Report: U21 EI Conference 2015, Edinburgh

As has been reported, U21 ran two iterations 
of a short closed online course entitled 
“Critical Thinking in Global Challenges” for 
U21 students in 2014/15. The course was 
kindly provided to U21 by the University of 
Edinburgh, where it is used as one of their 
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses).

It was confirmed at the recent U21 
Educational Innovation Conference that a 
new U21 SOC will be designed especially 
for U21 students and will have a strong 
“student voice”.  The very broad chosen 
topic will be on “Future Societies.” The 
course, suitable for undergraduate students, 
will be of 5 weeks duration and take 2-3 
hours per week to complete. University 
College Dublin will take the initial lead on 
designing the core content of the U21 SOC, 
in close co-operation with U21 partners. It 
is envisaged that other U21 online courses 
and resources will be linked to the U21 SOC, 
eventually building to an U21 catalogue of 
shared online courses and resources.  The 
newly developed U21 SOC will be rolled out in 2016.

U21 partners will all be contacted shortly for names of individuals who can advise on:

• Online courses and resources from their university that could be linked to the U21 SOC
• Names of academics and IT staff in your institution

For additional information, please contact Lavinia Winegar-Gott (Lavinia.winegar-gott@universitas21.com)

U21 Shared Online Course (SOC) Update
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The past few months have gone past in something of a blur in the 
Researcher Engagement cluster, in part because of the energy of 
the U21 3MT competition.  

This draws to a close my time looking after things ‘RE’ as our 
new Cluster Manager, Dr Christina Mellor, prepares to join us in 
December.  She comes from the University of Nottingham where 
she has held a variety of roles, including in the U21 Researcher 
Collaboration Group.  She will be making contact with all of 
those who work as part of the RE cluster as we move towards 
the RE meetings in Maryland in May 2016. It is wonderful to 
have someone joining the cluster who has experience of working 
both with U21 colleagues and also with research and knowledge 
transfer issues in an international context at one of our members.  
I am looking forward to Chris joining us because of the expertise 
she’ll bring with her – but also so that the RE cluster and those 
who lead it get more dedicated support again as this area can 
be very much the powerhouse behind the Future Societies 
theme which the Executive Director is developing, working 
in conjunction with colleagues in the other clusters and more 
widely in our network.  

I have really enjoyed my short time working with RE colleagues, 
and have particularly enjoyed working with the Three Minute 
Thesis competition.  

The future of the academy is in good hands if the doctoral 
researchers who took part in the U21 3MT are anything to go 
by, and I feel sure the RE cluster will be in good hands after 
December when the new Cluster Manager is in post.

Jane Usherwood

RESEARCHER ENGAGEMENT

Next year’s annual Researcher Engagement cluster meetings are 
to be hosted by the University of Maryland in College Park, just 
outside Washington.  UMD’s mascot is the testudo, a type of small 
tortoise found in north Africa, western Asia and Europe (according 
to that reliable source, Wikipedia).  The taxonomy of tortoises, and 
of testudo in particular, is highly problematic, with Highfield and 
Martin pointing out in their 1989 work ‘A revision of the Testudines 
of North Africa, Asia and Europe - Genus: Testudo’ (available at 
http://www.tortoisetrust.org/articles/testudo.html, should you 
wish to know more …) that most early and not a few later checklists 
contain a very high proportion of entirely spurious entries.

The dates of the RE meetings in Maryland have been changed 
following consultation with members.  The Deans and Directors of 
Graduate Studies Group (DDoGS) will now have their workshop on 
Monday 2 May, followed by business meetings on the following 
two days.  The Research Leaders will hold their business meetings 
on Tuesday 3 and Wednesday 5 May and the annual RE meetings 
will culminate in a joint meeting between Research Leaders 
and DDoGS looking at wider U21 RE matters on the final day, 
Wednesday 5 May.

Although the dates have changed from those originally 
proposed earlier in 2015,  I am confident that the new 

dates, which are also on our website at www.
universitas21.com/events, are now firmly 

secured in diaries around the globe and we 
won’t see any spurious entries, of tortoises 

or of U21 colleagues, in May 2016.

Annual RE Meetings: it’s Testudo Time

Cluster Introduction
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RESEARCHER ENGAGEMENT

The third U21 3MT competition was the biggest and (I know I’m biased…) 
the best so far.  Taking the successful format developed by the University 
of Queensland, Universitas 21 runs a global virtual competition which 
pits the winners of local, university 3MT competitions against one 
another to win one of three prizes.  Two are chosen by a panel of 
judges, one by a popular vote via a dedicated website, www.u213mt.
com, where the submissions for this year can still be seen.  This year we 
had 20 of our25 members participating and submissions covered a wide 
range of disciplines – by watching the videos, you can learn much about 
cutting edge research about how to charge your mobile phone more 
quickly, the use of animals in art, living fossils, Heidegger, diabetes, 
outside play for children … the list goes on and the breadth of topics 
covered is an education in itself.  Each presenter gets three minutes 
and – most importantly for those who have experience of ‘death by 
powerpoint’ – only one slide to explain their research to a non-expert 
audience.  As the winners of this year’s competition have all said, this is 
tougher than it seems and you really have to think hard both of the key 
points to get across, but also how to engage with the audience and take 
them with you as you share your passion.

The People’s Choice award this year went to Carly Muletz Wolz of 
UMD, the second year a student from there has won this element of 
the competition: they must be doing something right in developing the 
presentational skills of their doctoral students (or is it something in the 
water?).  Carly encouraged us to celebrate ‘good’ microbes which are 
helping woodland salamander survive more lethal microbes in their 
immediate environment – this has implications beyond the world of 
the woodland salamander in conservation more widely, including the 
conservation of humans.

By contrast, Zoe Lam of UBC presented on the perception of lexical 
tone by heritage speakers of Cantonese.  Her presentation was Highly 
Commended by the judges as she explained this complex topic in 
a way which engaged even the non-linguists on the judging 
panel.  Without having recourse to aural sources for this 
presentation, Zoe had to use a visual slide to talk 
about something you might normally hear, 
and she did that in a way which enlightened 
the non-experts.

The overall winner of the U21 3MT competition was Eamonn Fahy of the 
University of Melbourne, with his presentation on Catching the Silent 
Thief of Sight, about the early detection of  glaucoma.  Undiagnosed, 
this can lead to the loss of sight – by the time glaucoma is diagnosed, 
the individual has lost some or all of their sight, hence the ‘silent thief’.  
This is clearly an important public health issue, given the number of 
people affected – 300,000 in Australia alone, Eamonn said.  

His research works towards an early diagnosis, which would make an 
enormous impact on all those people copying with the loss of sight. 
Eamonn is something of a 3MT superstar, having won the University 
of Melbourne’s competition, the Trans-Tasman competition (which pits 
Australian doctoral students against their colleagues from New Zealand) 
and now the U21 competition.  

All of those who took part in the U21 competition are superstars, and 
U21 is delighted to be able to give a platform to their work and their 
enthusiasm for it.  With over 2,500 votes cast in the People’s Choice 
award, and many, many more visits to the website, the U21 3MT is 
a wonderful opportunity to showcase the very best of the very best 
presenters from the academy of the future.  The videos are still on our 
website at www.u213mt, even though the voting for the People’s Choice 
has closed.  Go to the site, watch a video when you are next having that 
coffee break – it’ll be an education just doing that.

Jane Usherwood

U21 Three Minute Thesis competition 2015
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Having successfully completed our student activities for 2015, 
the Student Experience Cluster has focused on reviewing 
progress and planning for the future. A mid-term review of our 
Programmatic Plan for 2013-2018 confirms the excellent quality 
of activities organised under the cluster. The aims of the cluster 
have been summarised as:

1) To increase the effectiveness and impact of activities 
by building on current successes with regards to student 
developmental experiences, extending the type and range of 
student mobility and increasing active student engagement. 

2) To explore the role that students (who have previously 
participated in U21 activities) play in informing and enhancing 
student engagement.  

3) To develop new, flexible and non-traditional short-term and 
virtual opportunities to increase overall student mobility. 

4) To monitor the  impact and learning outcomes of 
international aspects of student experience, to document good 
practice and benchmark across the network. 

5) On the basis of the activities above, support the 
development of global citizenship within the U21 student body. 
 
As a cluster our strength lies on the excellent quality of the 
activities organised: all activity has strong academic integrity, in 
some cases allowing credit bearing mobility. Learning from best 
practice and from one another has allowed this success. Our 
next step is to document Quality Standards in Student Mobility 
relevant to an international network of research intensive 
universities, such as Universitas 21. We are creating a group to 
work on this. 

Our challenge for the future is to break the barrier between 
physical and virtual mobility, so as to reach a greater number 
of students. We are therefore working with members to 
provide more virtual opportunities. This year for the first time 
students attending the U21 Summer School will also have the 
opportunity to prepare through participation in the successful 
online course on Traditional Chinese Medicine, offered by 
Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Following on from the success of 
the Global Ingenuity Challenge in 2015, this will now become 
an annual event in which we encourage students from all 
member universities to take part. We will also be working with 
the Educational Innovation Cluster to facilitate multilateral 
virtual mobility between U21 members. 

The key to success for our cluster is to work closely with 
supporting groups, including the long standing Student Mobility 
Group, the Student Leaders’ Group and a revitalised Careers 
and Employability Group. We encourage members of staff in 
member institutions, who have an interest in U21 and our 
shared objectives, to be active participants and drivers of 
activity. If you would like to be involved in our projects, please 
contact me at ninna.makrinov@universitas21.com

Ninna Makrinov

STUDENT EXPERIENCE
Cluster Introduction

Students Events Update for 2016
 

U21 Global Ingenuity Challenge
Virtual online competition coordinated by The 
University of Nottingham
7-18 March 2016

Teams of up to 5 undergraduate students lead by an 
ingenuity facilitator are invited to find an innovative 
solution to a problem affecting the world. This 
broad theme allows an interdisciplinary approach to 
solutions and analysis. Some aspects might be related 
to economics, social inclusiveness, cultural adequacy, 

sustainable building techniques, and ecological 
behaviours, among others. The winning team will 

receive a prize of US$1,000 each towards 
the participation in a U21 activity.

To find out more, contact Ninna 
Makrinov via email at:

ninna.makrinov@universitas21.com
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
U21 Summer School
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Traditional Chinese Medicine and its Culture
4-18 July 2016

The U21 Summer School is a 10-day summer science 
programme, promoting interdisciplinary learning and 
culture exchange. Each U21 member is invited to 
nominate up to five students and one staff member to 
participate. 
Participants will attend seminars with distinguished 
guest lecturers on topics ranging from Traditional 
Chinese Medicine to medical device engineering 
and manufacture, visit academic and commercial 
pharmaceutical labs, and have the chance to tour major 
sites in Shanghai. 

Undergraduate Research Conference
Tecnológico de Monterrey
A global perspective on ageing societies
11-16 July 2016

Population ageing is one of the main problems of this century. It 
affects or will affect both developed and developing countries. The 
challenge for the future is to ensure that people everywhere can 
grow old with security and dignity. At the same time reciprocal 
intergenerational relations should be encouraged. Key areas that 
can contribute to face these challenges range from public health, 
logistics, safety, economic systems, etc. This interdisciplinary 
conference will share insights to prepare and grow towards a more 
inclusive society that will see in its elderly a source of wisdom.
Nominations are invited for 3 undergraduate students to give an 
oral or poster presentation and 1 member of staff to accompany 
the students and take part in the conference.

     9
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE

2015 Undergraduate Research Conference

The 2015 URC took place at the University of Auckland from 6 
to10 July on the theme of ‘People and Places’. 51 students and 
8 staff from 19 member universities attended this eleventh U21 
URC. They had the opportunity to showcase their research, 
connect with students from around the world, and experience 
first-hand the beauty of Auckland, New Zealand, its indigenous 
culture and what the residents call ‘Kiwi hospitality’. The 
conference was a great success, as reflected in Erik Andersson’s 
comment that “the U21 conference ‘Peoples and Places’ was 
the best conference I have ever attended, both content-wise 
and from an organisational point of view.” Erik participated as a 
member of staff from Lund University; his full report is available 
on our website at http://www.universitas21.com/article/
students/details/262/undergraduate-research-conference-2015

U21 Summer School 2015

From 1 - 15th July, 8 members of staff and 75 students from U21 
partner institutions gathered in Glasgow for the annual U21 
Summer School - a highly successful event which gave delegates 
a taste of Glasgow’s rich culture and beautiful campus. The 
theme of this year’s Summer School was ‘Cities and Citizens 
in the Digital Age’, which offered attendees a stimulating and 
varied programme of seminars and practical experiences, 
demonstrating how new technologies can be used to support 
and improve the vital components of a fully functional city, with 
the overall aim of bringing knowledge, policy and practice closer 
together.
The programme spanned a fascinating range of issues, including 
community engagement, transportation, connectivity, big data, 
and physical regeneration, and featured a broad panel of guest 
speakers, including senior academics and researchers from 
across the U21 network, as well as government advisers, public 
sector stakeholders, and project managers.

Social Entrepreneurship Corps 2015

Summer 2015 marked the fourth year of the Universitas 
21 Social Entrepreneurship Corps (SEC) Programme. 13 
students from 6 U21 institutions began their 4-week pre-
departure introduction in May 2015. They learned about 
social entrepreneurship and Guatemalan history and 
culture, through an interactive virtual global classroom 
platform. Shortly thereafter, on 28 June 2015, the students 
convened in rural Guatemalan villages to embark on 
their in-country experience. Students hailed from the 
National University of Singapore, University of Birmingham, 
University of Connecticut, University of Hong Kong, 
University of Melbourne, and University of Queensland. 
Students worked with SEC field professionals and social 
entrepreneurs to help cultivate new and nurture existing 
micro-consignment supported businesses.

The Student Experience Cluster will be working in collaboration with the Educational Innovation Cluster to support multilateral 
virtual mobility between U21 members. There are limits to the ability to expand physical mobility opportunities at scale, though 
this will continue to be a life-changing opportunity for many of those who are able to participate.  Virtual offerings extend 
mobility opportunities to students who traditionally do not go abroad, for whatever reason and so may provide a mechanism 
for many more students to benefit from being part of U21.  There is interest from members to increase internationalisation at 
home and more institutions are now offering fully online courses to their students. A recently completed review of our Global 

Issues Programme provides possible directions to inform this, particularly in relation to multilateral mobility initiatives 
between U21 members.

The U21 Global Issues Programme (GIP) is currently being reviewed and restructured in order to better 
meet our students’ needs in a context in which virtual mobility is becoming increasingly significant. 
The registration of new students to the programme has been suspended. Students who have already 

registered for GIP will continue to be able to complete their studies; continued support will be provided 
from Universitas 21 and each member university.

Successes at Student Events in 2015

Supporting Virtual Mobility: 
Learing from the GIP



STUDENT EXPERIENCE

YICGG Conference in Milan: A Fudan Perspective
Having attended the last three YICGG 
events it is difficult for me to express 
the amount I have learned from the 
programme. There is too much for me 
to tell in all – however, my best advice 
for those that want to know more is to 
sign up and join in! YICGG is fantastic, 
every summer I look forward to it in 
anticipation. Now as a graduate, I joined 
the organisation upon becoming an FDU 
undergraduate student, still only having 
limited experiences of our own student 
association. Entering and participating in 
an academic contest on my own was a 
dream I never had before then, yet Fudan 
offered me this chance, and I spent three 
whole summers at university on this, 
which I think no other vacation could 
meaningfully substitute.

I found that being an organiser of 
the contest is no easier than being a 
participant, especially when you are in 
charge of every academic session, the 
whole team building as well as drafting 
the outline summary on each competition 
and even the main speech! During my 
first year experiencing what YICGG had 
to offer, I witnessed a new beginning 
of YICGG after a three year hiatus. This 
brand new start had left us unprepared 
for everything, including academic 
resources, human resources, and even 
the logos which we needed to redesign. 
Yet the dedication and effort we put in 
turned out to be worth it in the end.

The second year marked another success, 
and in this third year, YICGG raised a 
new challenge upon us; holding the 
programme in another country! This 
year, YICGG focused on the younger 
generation and their attitudes to food 
security innovation. We travelled to 
Milan, Italy, where the World Expo is held 
and we were challenged to overcome 
similar problems we have faced in the 
past, along with emerging problems this 
year. Since we were no longer on Chinese 
soil, we needed to figure out everything 
by thinking from a foreign perspective to 
understand the path to our destination in 
Milan.

YICGG is a good platform where people 
could debate certain academic issues with 
each other, as well as have an opportunity 
to experience different cultural ways of 
thinking. As such, YICGG has opened my 
mind to the world and I’d like to take every 
opportunity to travel the world in future. 
This year, I prepared the academic debate 
theme for the world team discussion 
section, and I also drafted the declaration 
of the youth discussion. We also worked 
on the opening ceremony and I remember 
we stayed awake until 2am reviewing 
every part of the programme, assuring 
our tutors and participants that all were 
scheduled. Of course the next morning, 
inevitably, other problems emerged!

I think the best lesson YICGG taught me 
is the fact that you need to focus on 
problem solving, instead of complaining 
when things go wrong. Whilst I never got 
the chance to join in with the discussions 
this year, I did get the chance to say hello 
to my old friends from HKU, and make 
new friends from Iran. However, I was 
also fortunate enough to hold a private 
conversation with one of our keynote 
speakers, Ambassador Richard Boucher, 
former spokesman of the US State 
Department and Vice-Secretary of the 
OECD. He is a kind and very easy-going 
person. We spoke about the Cold War and 
Sino-US relations as well as my personal 
aspirations on life and careers.

YICGG is definitely one of the most 
important parts of my campus life. Making 
friends, getting trained for specific skills 
and even interacting with influential 
people, all of which would only just 
about account for the highlights of what 
I treasure about the programme. Perhaps 
what I treasure most about YICGG, is the 
change in the way I live my life because of 
the programme and the way I now look 
upon the world. Before I was a nervous 
boy travelling around the world, but now 
I am more confident and will dare to face 
challenges put in front of me with a calm 
determination and a smile on my face.

Can Zhang
Fudan University
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The YICGG Conference in Milan was an 
incredible experience that will remain a 
bright point in my memories as long as I 
live. When my team won the U21 Ingenuity 
Competition we were elated, but we had 
no idea that our prize would be to be able 
to go overseas – to Italy of all places! As 
an Australian who had never travelled 
overseas before, the opportunity to travel 
to a country that I had read about all my 
life; a country so saturated with history 
and art – it felt like a dream. With UNSW 
agreeing to pay the difference between 
the ingenuity prize money and the flight, 
and with assurances of a subsidy from 
YICGG when we landed in Milan, this 
dream became a reality!

And indeed, after a preparation of a 
team video, and a submission on food 

security (which forced me to become 
very knowledgeable about the 

weaknesses of the Western 
industrialised food 

system and the 
benefits of urban 

agriculture); I was 
finally on my way to Italy! 

Entering Milan for the first time gave chills 
and an overwhelming sense of joy, and 
then upon checking into the hotel, who 
should I meet but the charming YICGG 
representatives and fellow competitors 
from Hong Kong University. Immediately 
we started chatting and made friends, 
which was great. The remainder of the 
day was spent sightseeing in Milan before 
the conference began the next day.

The magnificence of the Milan expo blew 
me away! I was impressed that YICGG 
had managed to get such eminent figures 
as Enrico Letta and Richard Boucher to 
speak at the opening event. The World 
Café was stimulating and fun – I had the 
opportunity to meet my team for the 
first time, and hear from countries I had 
had very little exposure to before such as 
Romania and Cambodia. Discussing with 
the panel of experts was not without its 
frustrations, but when forced to consider 
multiple angles of the problem of food 
security, we developed a much greater 
understanding of the complexity of the 
issue.
At the end of the second day, the teams 

were sat huddled together in hotel 
lobbies, desperately fighting a battle of 
fatigue in our efforts to prepare a final 
proposal. While there were moments of 
frustration, the bonds of fellowship we 
had created were strong enough to keep 
us focused and good humoured to the 
point we were able to create a proposal 
we were truly proud of.

On the last day, after we had presented 
our proposals, we enjoyed a group 
dinner where we had the chance to 
socialise with other groups and create 
and cement friendships. I would like to 
thank the Fudan University members in 
particular for all of their kindness. Finally, 
after our farewells, we returned to our 
hotels exhausted, ready for a 4am start 
for an amazing sightseeing tour of Italy 
– one that would not have been possible 
without the amazing efforts of YICGG.  

Thank you a thousand times!

Laura Athena Walker
UNSW

YICGG Conference: UNSW Students Land in Milan
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COLLABORATIONS

Members from sixteen universities gathered 
for the 15th annual U21 Health Sciences 
Group Meeting in Santiago, Chile. Held from 
21 to 25 September at Pontificia Universidad 
Catolica de Chile, the focus of discussion 
was: “Public Health to Professionalism: The 
Challenge of Integration in Health Sciences.” 
Approximately 173 faculty and staff attended, 
along with 21 students from Tecnológico 
de Monterrey.  In addition to dynamic 
presentations from speakers around the world 
the programme also included a Doctoral 
Student Forum, along with interdisciplinary 
workshops on the following projects/themes:  
Social Media in Health Education, the UN 
Millennium Development Goals, Simulation, 
Milestones for Professional Development, 
and Faculty Development and Teacher 
Training. Pictures can be found at https://
www.dropbox.com/sh/9idkqxxnhxnb16b/
AAAzH9xSIVR2ouSV38N83WMXa?dl=0

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (PUC) was selected to host the HSG 
Summer School in July 2016. The theme will be “early critical windows of 
preventative interventions.” Students will learn the importance of how 
preventative interventions in maternal and infant health can fight chronic 
diseases later in life.  This interdisciplinary, two week course will be open to 
all U21 HSG students and will accommodate upto 30 individuals. This will be a 
unique opportunity to experience South American winter! 

16
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During the annual meeting in Santiago, 
attendees voted on the Social Media for 
Education in Heath video competition 
submissions and selected three winning teams 
who will receive a US$500 Amazon gift card. The 
videos illustrated the use and/or impact of social 
media on knowledge sharing and education in 
health.  The number one video was submitted 
by PUC: What is social media and how it is used 
in education? Submitted by: Cristián Bonilla, 
Richard Orellana, Angela Rioseco, and Daniela 
Fuente. All five videos can be found at http://
u21health.org/social-media-competition. Thank 
you to each of the teams for their fantastic 
contributions.

The GLP will be reinstated following its cancellation in 2015 due to the 
earthquake that hit Nepal. U21 HSG institutions have partnered with 
Kathmandu University to develop a four week programme in April/May 2016 
where U21 HSG and KU students will engage in classroom and field work 
involving communities and outreach clinics. This is a unique opportunity for 
HSG students to participate in an interdisciplinary global health experience. 
Dates and applications deadlines are in discussion and will be communicated 
widely. Read more at http://u21health.org/global-learning-partnership/

During a workshop held in Santiago, there 
was unanimous support that the U21 HSG 
UNMDG initiative transition alongside the 
United Nations to focus on the Sustainable 
Development Goals. Strategic planning is 
underway on how this initiative will grow and 

become aligned with the UN’s sustainable 
development agenda.  Students from 

Tecnológico de Monterrey created 
the following video (https://

www.youtube.com/
watch?v=dxy1Z9VpnsY)in 

celebration of the milestones 
achieved thus far. 

The 16th annual U21 HSG annual meeting will be hosted by the University 
of Birmingham from 12 to 16 September 2016. The proposed theme of the 
meeting is “Resolving global health issues leading to improvements in health 
and wellbeing.”  Planning is underway; stay tuned for information on our 
website.

We are thrilled to announce that the 17th annual U21 HSG annual meeting will 
be in South Africa, hosted by the University of Johannesburg in September 2017 
- keep an eye on the U21 website for confirmation on dates.

2016 HSG Summer School News

HSG Hold Annual 
Meeting: Santiago

Social Media

UNMDG Update

Global Learning Partnership

2017 Annual Meeting Details

2016 Annual Meeting Details



CHANGING FACES

New Researcher Engagement Cluster Manager to join
Universitas 21 are pleased to welcome Dr Christina Mellor into the U21 Secretariat as the 
new Researcher Engagement cluster manager, joining the team in Birmingham from the 
University of Nottingham. 

Christina has more recently been working as Research Development Officer in the Faculty 
of Science’s School of Pharmacy at Nottingham, a position which saw her engage with 
the U21 Network at various annual events. 

She will assume the Cluster Manager position from Secretary General Jane Usherwood 
who took temporary charge of the role earlier this year.

Visit the Universitas 21 Blog at thinking.international
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ISSUES FOR ALL

On 16th June 2015, during University College Dublin’s annual 
Bloomsday celebrations, the news broke that a 4th floor balcony 
of an apartment building in Berkeley California had collapsed 
during a birthday party, killing six and injuring a larger number 
of Irish students in the USA on summer J1 visas. Three of the 
dead and two of the very seriously injured were our own UCD 
students, along with many other UCD students at the party and 
living nearby who witnessed the panic and traumatic aftermath 
of the accident at close hand. 

Like all large U21 universities, we face the sadness of the illness 
and death of students on a regular basis. However this event 
placed us in an unprecedented position in that so many of our 
students had been caught up in the tragedy; the fact that they 
were far away from home and the huge international media 
interest that immediately centred on our university. 

“There has been a lot of learning for us”

In 2014 we had completely reviewed and revised our university 
protocols for responding to student death and this allowed us to 
begin to follow a clear set of guidelines as soon as we became 
aware of the Berkeley accident. 

Our Student Death Response Plan (SDRP) provides a framework 
for the co-ordination of a response to a student death in the 

immediate aftermath and for some time after the event, in 
order to simplify the flow of information in the university 

and clarify the roles of all those involved in providing 
support. The Response Plan is designed to be 

initiated, coordinated, monitored, recorded, 
reviewed and terminated by one 
individual (the SDRP Coordinator),  a role 

that I took on after the Berkeley accident.  

This role is not intended to restrict the initiative or common 
sense of individual staff working in the immediate aftermath 
of such an event, or in the longer term.  Rather it ensures that 
all those involved in responding to the deaths (both faculty and 
support staff) and injuries and the longer-term needs of the 
students are aware of the roles that they might, at short notice, 
be called upon to play.  

There has been a lot of learning for us in the university in the 
days, weeks and months since the Berkeley accident. Dealing 
with the shock and distress of the students closely involved in 
the incident as well as responding to the needs of the families of 
the dead and injured was an immediate priority.  We have had to 
organise longer-term psychological supports for some students 
who may continue to find it hard to cope. Memorial events also 
needed to be organised in ways that allowed for the full and 
proper recognition of the losses for staff and students but which 
also acknowledged the need for students to heal and move on 
with their academic and personal lives.  One of the biggest issues 
that we have faced has been the management of the intense 
and continuing media interest focused on any university event 
connected to the accident and the need to protect our students 
and the families of those killed and injured from intrusion into 
their privacy.

If our experiences in the last few months can be of assistance to 
any Universitas 21 partner, we are happy to share them in more 
detail with you. Six months after the incident we will fully review 
how well our Student Death Response Plan worked and make 
any necessary changes. U21 partners are also very welcome to 
the Plan in its current form and we will also share any revision to 
the plan in early 2016.  

Prof Bairbre Redmond
Dean of Undergraduate Studies, University College Dublin

An Awful Inevitability: Dealing with Tragedy
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FORTHCOMING U21 EVENTS
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07 Mar - 18 Mar 2016 Global Ingenuity Challenge: The 
Challenge of Sustainable Housing

Online / 
Virtual

02 May 2016 RE Cluster Workshop University of Maryland, USA

03 May - 04 May 2016 RE Cluster Meetings University of Maryland, USA

11 May - 13 May 2016 AGM and Annual Presidential Meetings National University of Singapore

04 Jul - 18 Jul 2016 U21 Summer School: Traditional 
Chinese Medicine and its Culture

Shanghai Jiao Tong University
China

11 Jul - 16 Jul 2016 Undergraduate Research Conference: A 
global perspective on ageing societies

Tecnológico de Monterrey
Mexico

29 Sep - 30 Sep 2016 Early Career Researcher Workshop
University of Edinburgh

UK

03 May - 05 May 2017 AGM and Annual Presidential Meeting University of Nottingham
UK
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What is a typical day in your job as 
Deputy Vice Chancellor for Lund 
University?
This means I act as Vice Chancellor when 
VC Torbjörn von Schantz isn’t present, 
whilst also being responsible for first, 
second and third-cycle education 
and international affairs. My days 
are a combination of planning for 
best quality in education and a lot 
of meetings! This autumn has been 
full of travels to other continents, 
combining the internationalisation 
efforts for Lund University and 
Universitas 21, taking the opportunity 
to visit members.

What are the key challenges you are 
facing currently?
I’m in the process of strengthening 
the relations with all U21 member 
universities, promoting network 
engagement in the 25 members in 
U21 so that they feel their institutions 
get the most out of being members. My 
role is to focus on bringing together the 
activities of our clusters and, along with 
Presidents and Managers, prepare for a 
sustainable future.

What are your goals and aspirations as 
Executive Director of Universitas 21?
I wish to promote U21 externally and 
internally as an inclusive network that 
aspires to give the best preparation 
to students so that they can become 
the future leaders of our world. Within 
the network I would like to facilitate 
connections between universities and 
decision makers, with the ultimate goal 
of creating a network bigger than the 
sum of its parts.  As ED I would like to 
be part of leading the development of 
the clusters when it comes to higher 
education issues and be the channel 
through which the academically, 
presidentially led network can bring 
value to participating members.

What would you most like to change in 
Higher Education? 
Firstly, I would like there to be more 
blended learning for students; we must 
be prepared to use digital learning much 

more than we do at present. I would 
also like to have transparency as well as 
exceptional tools for validating credits 
for students moving and studying from 
one university to another.

What motivates you each day when 
you come to work?
Meeting my colleagues and getting a 
friendly greeting from them or simply 
thinking that this day is special because 
it will be different from the day before. 
I feel privileged to have such a creative 
and enjoyable position and a fantastic 
workplace.

What does ‘internationalisation’ mean 
to you?
Internationalisation is a means to achieve 
highest quality in education research 
and innovation. It is not a goal itself. 
Internationalisation is bringing people 
from different backgrounds together to 
make the world a better place. 

What was your proudest professional 
moment?
There are two moments that I’m very 
proud of professionally: the first is 
when I became Dame of the Stella 
della Solidarietà Italiana (Cavaliere) 
appointed by the President of Italy, Carlo 
Azeglio Ciampi for my contribution to 
developing Italian at Lund University and 
across Sweden. The second moment is 
when Sir David Eastwood called me and 

offered me the position as first Executive 
Director of U21.  

What is your favourite book?
There are many books that I find 
interesting so it is difficult to pick just 

one, but you can always reread Italo 
Calvino’s the Cloven Viscount, from 
1957 about a viscount that gets cut 
into two parts by a cannonball in the 
seventeenth Century during a battle in 
Bohemia. The viscount starts living as 
two persons, one good and one bad, 
making them both impossible to live 
with.

Which figures from history would you 
invite to a dinner party and why?
I would like to invite Nelson Mandela 
and hear his views on coping with 
the enormous population growth 
projected in two generations’ time. I 
would also like to invite two Swedish 

historical women, firstly; Saint Bridget 
from the middle ages, who had a lot 
of children and was overweight, but 
fought against her cravings and secondly 
Queen Kristina of Sweden, who in the 
Seventeenth century abdicated and 
converted to Catholicism and moved to 
Rome. How did they manage to dominate 
and have so strong influence during their 
lifetime? What would they say about our 
world today? It would be interesting to 
discuss this with all three!

If you were starting out your career, 
what might you do differently?
I wouldn’t have changed much about my 
career, but I would definitely have studied 
more Chinese and gone to China when 
I had the opportunity in mid-eighties 
living in Rome. At the time, I was split 
between studying many other languages 
and linguistics. But as an ex heptathlete I 
relish many challenges!

How would you like to be 
remembered?
As a kind person that always finds the 
good in everyone. I would also like people 
to remember me as someone that was 
able to get things done and who never 
cried over spilt milk.

Professor Eva Wiberg

Universitas 21
Strathcona 109 • University of Birmingham • Edgbaston • Birmingham • B15 2TT • UK
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The deadline for receiving articles for the next newsletter is 1st March 2016.

Please send text, photos or ideas to Ben Griffiths (ben.griffiths@universitas21.com).
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